Study of the monoclonal antibody-insulin interaction.
We generated four stable hybridoma lines producing monoclonal antibodies. All antibodies were as reactive with insulin from other species as with swine insulin. The apparent affinity of the monoclonal antibodies for insulin varied in the range from 2 X 10(8) M-1 to 2 X 10(10) M-1. According to their affinity constants some antibodies could be used for the preparation of immunosorbent, and others for the development of immunoassay methods. Bioluminescent cofactor immunoassay is a method of the choice for the detection of insulin concentration in physiological fluids due to its extreme sensitivity and reproducibility. High affinity antibodies of clones I and II may serve as immunospecific constituents for immunoassay method. Epitope specificity of all monoclonal antibodies has not been studied yet in detail and will be the subject of further investigation.